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A huge festschrift comprising 41 essays exploring mainly textual
perspectives on Ancient Near Eastern and Jewish history and
religious practice.
Examines the biblical record to provide facts about the lives of the
twelve apostles, proving information about each apostle's family,
character, personality, ministry, and the unique aspect of his
service to God.
Where do you turn when you need deliverance? To someone
stronger and wiser than yourself. And if Almighty God will
deliver you, no oppressor can keep you under his thumb. The
people of Israel learned this when God delivered them from the
pharaoh of Egypt about 1275 BC.
For many readers the Epistle to the Hebrews is among the most
difficult books of the New Testament. Korean scholar Bong Chur
Shin’s work provides a welcome insight into interpretive issues
for the biblical scholars. The book provides an exegetical
framework which helps readers navigate the meaning of the text.
Shin examines the epistle in the light of the New Testament’s
‘New Exodus’ imagery. This book discusses the underlying
themes of Hebrews. First of all, corporate deliverance, and Christ
as a royal priest who (by means of his redeeming sacrifice) leads
his people out of exile. He also provides for them during their
pilgrimage journey. The author provides an interpretative key
which helps unlock a fuller understanding of the epistle in its
original context.
All the Apostles of the Bible
Atonement and Kingdom in Biblical and Systematic Theology
Studying the New Testament
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Luke’s Model from Isaiah for the Disciples in Luke-Acts
Authorized King James Version
Isaiah-The King James Holy Bible

Isaiah in the New Testament brings together a set of
specially commissioned studies by authors who are
experts in their field. Beginning with an introductory
chapter on the use of Isaiah in the Dead Sea Scrolls and
Second Temple literature, contributors go on to discuss
each of the New Testament books that contain quotations
from Isaiah: Matthew, Mark, (Q), Luke-Acts, John,
Romans and Galatians, 1 and 2 Corinthians, Hebrews, 1
Peter and Revelation. Together they provide an overview
of the status, role and function of Isaiah in the first
century, considering the Greek and Hebrew manuscript
traditions and offering insights into the various
hermeneutical stances of the New Testament authors and
the development of New Testament theology. The volume
includes contributions from Darrell Hannah, Morna
Hooker, Christopher Tuckett, Richard Beaton, Bart Koet,
Catrin Williams, J. Ross Wagner, Florian Wilk, Cecil
McCullough, Steve Moyise and David Mathewson.
"Magisterial. . . . A learned, brilliant and enjoyable
study."—Géza Vermès, Times Literary Supplement In
this exciting book, Paula Fredriksen explains the variety
of New Testament images of Jesus by exploring the ways
that the new Christian communities interpreted his
mission and message in light of the delay of the Kingdom
he had preached. This edition includes an introduction
reviews the most recent scholarship on Jesus and its
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implications for both history and theology. "Brilliant
and lucidly written, full of original and fascinating
insights."—Reginald H. Fuller, Journal of the American
Academy of Religion "This is a first-rate work of a firstrate historian."—James D. Tabor, Journal of Religion
"Fredriksen confronts her documents—principally the
writings of the New Testament—as an archaeologist
would an especially rich complex site. With great care
she distinguishes the literary images from historical fact.
As she does so, she explains the images of Jesus in terms
of the strategies and purposes of the writers Paul,
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John."—Thomas D’Evelyn,
Christian Science Monitor
The theme of the New Exodus (NE) in John's Gospel has
been largely unexplored in recent scholarship. Now,
however, by careful intertextual exegesis of John 5-10,
Paul Coxon has compellingly argued that not only is the
NE key to interpreting the Fourth Gospel, but also to
unlocking the mysteries of the Johannine "puzzle" itself.
Anyone who is interested in searching the riches of this
marvelous Gospel will want to explore the NE in John in
these pages.
This all-purpose commentary is by the author of 'The
Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah'. It meets the needs
of the specialist but most of it should be intelligible to
preachers and teachers who know little or no Hebrew.
The Introduction discusses the literary structure of the
prophecy, the theology of Deutero-Isaiah (with some
reference to current theological debate), and the problem
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of Salvation History. The exegetical notes are based on
the author's own translation from the Hebrew text. The
purpose of the book is to elucidate the message of the
Prophet in the context of Scripture as a whole.
Christian Origins and the Establishment of the Early
Jesus Movement
New Exodus in Hebrews
Isaiah in the New Testament
The Origins of the New Testament Images of Jesus
(Second Edition)
Exploring the New Exodus in John
Exposing the Myth of Blind Faith
Argues that Mark's primary concern is to present
Jesus as the one who unexpectedly fulfills Isaiah's
long-delayed ''new exodus.''
Luke models his portrayal both of Jesus and his
disciples in Luke-Acts after the human agent of the
Isaianic New Exodus in Isaiah 40-66, the servant. In
the Isaianic New Exodus the servant is integral to the
restoration; the servant's mission being embodied is,
to a great extent, how the New Exodus comes to
fruition. The servant connection is at times explicit,
as Jesus is identified with the servant in Luke 4:18-19
(quoting Isa 61:1-2 [with 58:6]); Luke 22:37 (citing
Isa 53:12); and Acts 8:32-33 (Isa 53:7-8). Regarding
the disciples, Isa 49:6 is quoted by Paul in Acts 13:47
in reference to himself and Barnabas, though a focus
only on quotations is too limiting. Allusions to
servant passages abound. This work argues that Luke
sees Jesus fulfilling the servant role in an ultimate
sense, but that his followers, modelled after him in
Acts, also embody it. This can be seen in Luke's use of
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Isaianic servant imagery, including suffering, lack of
violent response (to unjust treatment) and language
in the disciples' characterization.
This book explores Christ’s identity and his works in
the Gospel of John in the light of the New Exodus
eschatological Passover. It especially examines the
relationship between the Passover and the firstborn
who was substituted by the paschal lamb. The idea of
the firstborn (especially his death) is reflected in
some of the major Christological titles. These
include: Only Son, Beloved Son, Davidic Messianic
King, Deutero-Isaianic suffering Servant of the Lord
and Son of Man. It is also found in major themes
reflected in the narratives of John 1-4. Above all,
John’s Gospel introduces the Logos as the Only Son of
God and Son of Man. This probably alludes to the
idea of the firstborn and the Son of Man figure who
fulfils the calling of the Deutero-Isaianic suffering
Servant of the Lord. He achieves the restoration of
Israel from exile and the salvation of the gentiles as
the sons of God. Hence, the Paschal-New Exodus
motif is an important prism for interpreting the
Gospel of John and Johannine Christology.
Continuing a Gold Medallion Award-winning legacy,
this completely revised edition of The Expositor’s
Bible Commentary series puts world-class biblical
scholarship in your hands. Based on the original
twelve-volume set that has become a staple in college
and seminary libraries and pastors’ studies
worldwide, this new thirteen-volume edition marshals
the most current evangelical scholarship and
resources. The thoroughly revised features consist of:
• Comprehensive introductions • Short and precise
bibliographies • Detailed outlines • Insightful
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expositions of passages and verses • Overviews of
sections of Scripture to illuminate the big picture •
Occasional reflections to give more detail on
important issues • Notes on textual questions and
special problems, placed close to the texts in question
• Transliterations and translations of Hebrew and
Greek words, enabling readers to understand even
the more technical notes • A balanced and respectful
approach toward marked differences of opinion
Luke
Introduction, Translation and Commentary to
Chapters XL-LV
66 Chapters 66 Books
An Investigation into the Significance of the Promise
of a New Exodus of Israel in the Letter to the
Ephesians
From Jesus to Christ
The Way of the Lord
The exodus—the story of God leading his chosen people out of
slavery in Egypt—stands as a pivotal event in the Old Testament. But
if you listen closely, you will hear echoes of this story of
redemption all throughout God’s Word. Using music as a metaphor,
the authors point us to the recurring theme of the exodus throughout
the entire symphony of Scripture, shedding light on the Bible’s
unified message of salvation and restoration that is at the heart of
God’s plan for the world.
A unique commentary that explores each passage from three vital
perspectives: original meaning, bridging context, contemporary
significance. Isaiah wrestles with the realities of people who are not
convicted by the truth but actually hardened by it, and with a God
whose actions sometimes seem unintelligible, or even worse,
appears to be absent. Yet Isaiah penetrates beyond these
experiences to an even greater reality. Isaiah sees God’s rule over
history and his capacity to take the worst of human actions and use
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it for good. He declares the truth that even in the darkest hours, the
Holy One of Israel is infinitely trustworthy.
Evidence Unseen is the most accessible and careful though through
response to most current attacks against the Christian worldview.
The New Testament's messianic interpretation of the Old is an
important key to its theology. This book examines the way the
author of the Gospel of Mark uses the Old Testament to convey the
identity of Jesus.
Messages 23-41
Reverberations of the Exodus in Scripture
Tracing Themes of Redemption through Scripture
Tracing a Biblical Motif
Why People Leave the Church and How to Invite Them Back
The Followers of Jesus as the 'Servant'

The Knowing the Bible series is a new resource
designed to help Bible readers better understand
and apply God’s Word. Each 12-week study leads
participants through one book of the Bible and is
made up of four basic components: (1) Reflection
questions designed to help readers engage the
text at a deeper level; (2) “Gospel Glimpses”
highlighting the gospel of grace throughout the
book; (3) “Whole-Bible Connections” showing
how any given passage connects to the Bible’s
overarching story of redemption culminating in
Christ; and (4) “Theological Soundings”
identifying how historic orthodox doctrines are
taught or reinforced throughout Scripture. With
contributions from a wide array of influential
pastors and church leaders, these gospelcentered studies will help Christians see and
cherish the message of God’s grace on each and
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every page of the Bible. In this accessible study,
pastor and author Greg Gilbert examines the
message of James, exploring the book’s difficult
teachings on wealth, anointing with oil, prayer,
healing, and the relationship between faith and
works. Through clear exposition of the biblical
text and challenging application questions,
Gilbert helps readers rightly understand James
as a stirring exhortation to fruitfulness,
ultimately written to remind Christians of the
necessary connection between genuine faith and
heartfelt obedience.
Observe...Interpet...Apply People with Bibles
don't always know how to use them. They're
good at absorbing and repeating material from
sermons, commentaries, and blogs, but they
miss the fullness and joy that comes from
studying the Bible for themselves. The power to
change the world is available, but it goes
untapped. Though study aids are helpful,
imagine if your primary ministry curriculum was
Scripture itself. You could study the Bible, teach
people how to study it themselves, and expect
those folks to lead their own Bible studies with
their neighbors, coworkers, and friends. Each
year, you'd see an increasing number of men and
women wield the sword of the Spirit, piercing
hearts and drawing the lost to Jesus. Ordinary
people can learn to study the Bible. These people
may not have been to seminary. They don't have
much free time. But they love Jesus and want to
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be more like him. They want to know him.
Knowable Word offers a foundation on why and
how to study the Bible. Using a running study of
the first chapter of Genesis, it illustrates how to
observe, interpret, and apply the Scripture-and
gives the vision behind each step. It also shows
how to read each Bible passage in light of
salvation history. But besides being just a how-to
on Bible study, it fuels the desire to learn and
grow through studying the Scriptures. This book
will appeal to three kinds of people: 1. Beginners
who love God and his Word 2.Mature Christians
who want to improve their Bible study skills
3.Leaders who long not only to teach but also to
equip Knowable Word offers what each group
needs: a sensible Bible study method. By
learning to observe, interpret, and apply,
ordinary people will grow extraordinarily close to
Jesus Christ as they learn to study his knowable
Word.
"The author of Ephesians shows an interest in
the Isaianic new exodus (INE) in facilitating his
focus on the present triumph of the people of
God. The recipients required both insight and
confidence, especially in regard to the certainty
of their salvation, its mysterious nature, JewishGentile relations, and their former manner of
life. In the face of these challenges the author
maintains that victory is secured through God's
choice of them and the working of his
redemptive program--which inevitably leads to
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triumphal blessings. As with the exodus-era
Hebrews, the readers participate in paschal
redemption, now embodied in Christ, along with
his resurrection and ascension as the triumphant
new exodus warrior over principalities and
powers. In addition, and as predicted by OT
writers, Gentile proselytes share the blessings of
the new exodus, but now on equal footing and
access as Jewish Christians--creating a new
eschatological temple. Triumphant Christ
distributes gifts, facilitates Spirit-endowed
living, and enables Christian warfare that mirrors
Yahweh and his servant. The recipients of the
epistle appear to be called to view INE triumph
as above, below, now and not yet, while not
discarding current applications on earth. "
The kingdom of God and the atonement are two
of the most important themes in all of Scripture.
Tragically, theologians have often either set the
two at odds or focused on one to the complete
neglect of the other. In The Crucified King,
Jeremy Treat demonstrates that Scripture
presents a mutually enriching relationship
between the kingdom and atonement that draws
significantly from the story of Israel and
culminates in the crucifixion of Christ the king.
As Israel’s messiah, he holds together the
kingdom and the cross by bringing God’s reign
on earth through his atoning death. The kingdom
is the ultimate goal of the cross, and the cross is
the means by which the kingdom comes. Jesus’
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death is not the failure of his messianic ministry,
nor simply the prelude to his royal glory, but is
the apex of his kingdom mission. The cross is the
throne from which he rules and establishes his
kingdom. Using a holistic approach that brings
together the insights of biblical and systematic
theology, this book demonstrates not only that
the kingdom and the cross are inseparable, but
how they are integrated in Scripture and
theology.
Isaiah's New Exodus in Mark
The Gospel According to Matthew
A 12-Week Study
Isaiah
Exodus
The Crucified King

For an eye-opening understanding of Acts,
readers discover clues to its structure and
meaning hidden in Isaiah and the new Exodus
message."
An investigation in to where, how and why Luke
interacts with Isaiah; focusing on the importance
of the servant motif for Luke, in supplying the
job description for Jesus' messianic mission and
that of his followers.
How does the apocalypse actually begin? What
will cause the creator of the universe to
intervene in the affairs of hunamity, affecting
mankind globally, decisively, and unmistakably?
For the secular world today, the possibility of
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divine intervention is either ignored or mocked,
yet the book of Revelation predicts that a global
cataclysm will occur. Red moon rising offers a
challenge both to prophecy skeptics outside the
church and to prophecy scholars within the
church with its systematic and sensible
chronological model of prophetic events, from
the birth pangs of the apocalypse, to the brief
triumph of the anitchrist, to the final destruction
of the beast's kingdom and the second coming
of Jesus Christ.
The publication of the King James version of the
Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611,
coincided with an extraordinary flowering of
English literature and is universally
acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now,
world-class literary writers introduce the book of
the King James Bible in a series of beautifully
designed, small-format volumes. The
introducers' passionate, provocative, and
personal engagements with the spirituality and
the language of the text make the Bible come
alive as a stunning work of literature and remind
us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Holy Bible, New International Version
אוה ךורב יכ
Isaiah's New Exodus and Mark
The Reading and Transformation of Isaiah in
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Luke-Acts
Ancient Near Eastern, Biblical, and Judaic
Studies in Honor of Baruch A. Levine
The Way Out
Israel’s exodus from Egypt is the
Bible’s enduring emblem of deliverance.
But more than just an epic moment, the
exodus shapes the telling of Israel’s
and the church’s gospel. In this guide
for biblical theologians, preachers,
and teachers, Bryan Estelle traces the
exodus motif as it weaves through the
canon of Scripture, wedding literary
readings with biblical-theological
insights.
This project is not by any stretch of
the imagination exhaustive, and to date
there are some chapters that I have not
found a correlation yet, though I know
they will be revealed to a believing
heart and sober mind. I hope the Lord
will use this paper to whet your
appetite for your own time of digging
in the mine of the chapters of the
prophet Isaiah. I have found many
interesting facts that non-bible
believers call "coincidences" relating
to the subject at hand and I know there
are many yet to be uncovered. Some of
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the nuggets are as plain as daylight
while some are vague and may be not so
abundantly clear, but let God be true
and every man, (including myself) a
liar. (Romans 3:4) *There are a little
over 31,000 words in Isaiah; there are
a little over 31,000 verses in the King
James Bible. *There are 66 chapters in
Isaiah; there are 66 books in the King
James Bible, each chapter corresponding
to that particular book number. Isa.1Gen., Isa. 2-Exo., Isa. 3-Lev., etc,
*Isaiah knew there would be 66 books in
the Bible, no more no less. *There is a
natural division in Isaiah at chapter
39 and 40. Isaiah knew that there would
be 39 books in the Old Testament
written, and there would be 27 more
written after he showed up.At Isaiah
40:3-8 (corresponding to Matthew the
40th book of the Bible) we see the
appearance of the forerunner of the
LORD, John the Baptist crying in the
wilderness "Prepare ye the way of the
LORD".Isa. 40:9 the prophet cries out
"Behold your God!" John the Baptist
cries out "Behold the Lamb of God", who
we recognize to be Jesus Christ, God in
the flesh. *The New Testament concept
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of GOD as REDEEMER, the Holy One of
Israel, begins in the New Testament
chapters of Isa. 40-66. Isa 41:14 "thy
redeemer the Holy One of Israel" is
used for the very first time in the
N.T. book of Mark 1:24 the 41st book of
the Bible, corresponding to the 41st
chapter of Isaiah, "The Holy One of
God"). *The first time that the word
Spirit with a capital "S" shows up in
Isaiah, it just happens to show up in
the N.T. Chapters of Isaiah. 40-66,
this nugget appears seven (7) times in
Isaiah. 40:13, 48:16, 59:19, 61:1,
63:10,11,14, and ONLY appears in the
New Testament. chapters of Isaiah.
There are many more thoughts to
consider.Let us now begin at Isa. 1 and
compile the facts found in that chapter
as they relate to Genesis, Isa. 2 with
Exodus, Isa. 3 with Leviticus, etc.
Isaiah is in BLACK, the corresponding
book is in RED. I pray that you will be
blessed as we make this journey through
Isaiah in your bible reading.
With Israel's exodus out of Egypt, God
established a pattern for the salvation
of all his people—Israel and the
nations—through Jesus Christ. In this
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ESBT volume, L. Michael Morales
examines three redemption movements in
Scripture: the exodus out of Egypt, the
second exodus foretold by the prophets,
and the new exodus accomplished by
Jesus.
The use of the Old Testament in the New
has long been recognized as an
important field of research,Ó writes
the author. Too often, however, the
emphasis placed upon rabbinic and
Hellenistic influences has tended to
subordinate and obscure the unique
place of the Old Testament in the minds
and theology of the early Christian
writers.Ó The purpose of this volume is
to discover the rationale underlying
the Pauline usage both in its textual
manifestation and in its theological
application.Ó The author concludes
that, while rabbinic Judaism has
influenced the mechanics of Pauline
citation, one must look to the
apostolic Church and to Christ Himself
to find the primary source of the
apostle's understanding and use of the
Old Testament.Ó
Mark 2:1-3:6 and the Sequence of
Isaiah's New Exodus in Isaiah
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57:14-58:14
The Second Isaiah
James
Echoes of Exodus
Helping Ordinary People Learn to Study
the Bible
New Exodus in John
The Knowing the Bible series is a new
resource designed to help Bible readers
better understand and apply God’s Word.
Each 12-week study leads participants
through one book of the Bible and is made
up of four basic components: (1)
Reflection questions designed to help
readers engage the text at a deeper level;
(2) “Gospel Glimpses” highlighting the
gospel of grace throughout the book; (3)
“Whole-Bible Connections” showing how any
given passage connects to the Bible’s
overarching story of redemption
culminating in Christ; and (4)
“Theological Soundings” identifying how
historic orthodox doctrines are taught or
reinforced throughout Scripture. With
contributions from a wide array of
influential pastors and church leaders,
these gospel-centered studies will help
Christians see and cherish the message of
God’s grace on each and every page of the
Bible. Pastor Drew Hunter helps readers
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understand and apply the challenging words
of the prophet Isaiah in this 12-week
study. Isaiah’s prophecy, which alternates
between promises of judgment and
restoration, reminds God’s people of the
magnitude of humanity’s sin, the judgment
that we all deserve, and how God displays
his glory by saving sinners. Throughout
the study, Hunter continually shows how
Isaiah’s promise of cosmic renewal
ultimately anticipates the work of Jesus
Christ, the servant-king whose death would
result in new life for all who trust in
him.
A revision of the author's thesis (Ph.
D.)--University of Cambridge, 1990.
Are you willing to take an honest look at
some of the real reasons why people are
not coming to your church, while others
are leaving? Are you crying out to God
asking why things are not going right in
your church? Are you dealing with apathy
and hurt? Is your church on the path of
self-destruction and ineffectiveness? Are
people lining up for war in various
factions and sides while conflict and
discontent are running amok? Are some
people gossiping while others are being
ignored? Is Christ outside knocking on
your door, but not getting in? Or, perhaps
you are worse off, thinking everything is
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OK, when in fact, it is not. For this
reason, I dare to ask, "Why are people not
going to Church?" What are the real
reasons behind it, and what can we do
about it? The New Exodus is about our
Christian society and the world, both for
whose values are changing for the worse.
We should expect the world's values to
decline, but the Church's too? I believe
we need to save the Church from itself by
refocusing to the true call that Christ
gave us: that of glorifying Christ so we
can know Him more and make Him known more.
It is my prayer that this book can offer
you some help both from God's Word and
from some personal experience too.
This book explores the events, people, and
writings surrounding the early Jesus
movement. The essays are divided into four
groups: the movement’s formation,
production of its early Gospels,
description of the Jesus movement itself,
and the Jewish mission and its literature.
The New Exodus
Evidence Unseen
Paul's Use of the Old Testament
The New Testament and the Scriptures of
Israel
Red Moon Rising
Readers of the New Testament often
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encounter quotes or allusions to Old
Testament stories and prophecies that are
unfamiliar or obscure. In order to fully
understand the teachings of Jesus and his
followers, it is important to understand
the large body of Scripture that preceded
and informed their thinking. Leading
evangelical scholars G. K. Beale and D. A.
Carson have brought together a
distinguished team to provide readers with
a comprehensive commentary on Old
Testament quotations, allusions, and
echoes that appear from Matthew through
Revelation. College and seminary students,
pastors, scholars, and interested lay
readers will want to add this unique
commentary to their reference libraries.
Contributors Craig L. Blomberg (Denver
Seminary) on Matthew Rikk E. Watts (Regent
College) on Mark David W. Pao (Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School) and Eckhard
J. Schnabel (Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School) on Luke Andreas J. Köstenberger
(Southeastern Baptist Theological
Seminary) on John I. Howard Marshall
(University of Aberdeen) on Acts Mark A.
Seifrid (Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary) on Romans Roy E. Ciampa (GordonConwell Theological Seminary) and Brian S.
Rosner (Moore Theological College) on 1
Corinthians Peter Balla (Károli Gáspár
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Reformed University, Budapest) on 2
Corinthians Moisés Silva (author of
Philippians in the Baker Exegetical
Commentary on the New Testament) on
Galatians and Philippians Frank S.
Thielman (Beeson Divinity School) on
Ephesians G. K. Beale (Wheaton College
Graduate School) on Colossians Jeffrey A.
D. Weima (Calvin Theological Seminary) on
1 and 2 Thessalonians Philip H. Towner
(United Bible Societies) on 1 and 2
Timothy and Titus George H. Guthrie (Union
University) on Hebrews D. A. Carson
(Trinity Evangelical Divinity School) on
the General Epistles G. K. Beale (Wheaton
College Graduate School) and Sean M.
McDonough (Gordon-Conwell Theological
Seminary) on Revelation
Inner-biblical studies is a blossoming
field. Within this growing specialization,
Reverberations of the Exodus in Scripture
is a unique and refreshing contribution.
Unlike most studies in this area focusing
either solely on how Old Testament
passages interact with other Old Testament
texts or on the use of the Old Testament
in the New Testament, this volume examines
how a central and paradigmatic biblical
event--the exodus from Egypt--resurfaces
time and again in both testaments.
Furthermore, the collaborative nature of
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this project has allowed specialists to
construct each chapter. Readers of
Reverberations of the Exodus in Scripture
will gain a better understanding of the
role of the exodus throughout the biblical
canon and a deeper appreciation for its
place in biblical theology.
This Present Triumph
Acts and the Isaianic New Exodus
Life-Study of Exodus
Exodus Old and New
Life-Study of Minor Prophets
Knowable Word
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